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Saw the Movie. I was not that impressed with it. I went thinking 3 badies, 3x the action. instead it
turned out to be a love story of sorts. Major Gripe, bringing Gwen Stacy into the picture this late in
the game. I mean come on she was his first girl friend and she was KILLED by the green goblin in
the comics. and I like how in the second movie the landlords daughter was named Gwen, but here it
was changed to Ursala. I am glad to see that it did follow ( in sorts as to the villians that showed up in
2 ( Morbius, Lizard, Venom and Green goblin were the ones hinted at from the Second Film.) We got
Venom and Goblim. Morbius even shows up in 3 scenes through out the movie as well. and we get
to see more of Doc Conner.

So if there is a 4th we have potental of seeing Venom/Carnage, Lizard, return of the Sandman, but
some how I am betting they will be trown out the window and it will be Rhino and Scorpion and or
Electro that show up for the next round. 

I did like the bell tower scene iconic straight from the pages of spiderman comics ....though I fell this
was done to try and top Superman returns when they had the photos replicating key covers of the
super man comics. 

I was also pissed that Sandman was respocible for Ben's death. As stated, no need for that. and Why
the hell was the partical machine thing Marco falls into..why the hell is it just out in the open and not
in an underground military installation or something like that? 

I am glad to see that Venom still came from space. I was hoping for more Air time for Venom.
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